Spill Control, Kits, Pallets,
Storage & Containment

Solutions

Spill Kits and Eco-Packs to ensure Compliance

FEATURES:

Be prepared for emergency spill response with spill kits designed by experts with speed and cost in
mind, these mobile kits are perfect for quick, on-the-go spill response. We offer one of the largest
available selections of spill response kits: Choose from sizes that range from 5 to 160 gallons in
absorption capacity and select from kits that are completely equipped with material-specific
solutions. Whether you need durable Universal spill kits stored in an overpack drum to clean up
spills of oils, solvents, coolants and water, or oil-only spill kits for oil spill response, or you work
with hazardous materials and need chemical spill kits to clean up spills quickly while keeping your
employees clean, SCI assembles the right kit for your needs.

Spill Kits, OverPacks, Wheeled.
Eco-Poly Spill Kits.
Eco-Poly Spill Pallets.
Portable Containment.
Dispensing & Containment.
Polly-Dolly, Poly Shell, etc.

Sorbents – Universal, Aggressive & Recycled

Storage, Steel & Poly.

Universal Recycled - combines superior strength, high absorption and excellent drape-ability to
give you durable yet flexible clean-up power. Preliminary product testing shows capacity of up to
18x pad weight (2 gallons per pound of material. Naturally flame retardant due to pre and postconsumer polypropylene content.

Hazmat Hut, Drum Dolly.
Sorbents, Pads & Socks.
Facility Protection

Universal Fine Fiber – Product consistency and uniformity our Universal Fine Fiber sorbents are
manufactured using state-of-the-art Accurate Products technology. Fine fiber outer cover stocks are
ultrasonically welded over a high-loft meltblown core. Pads and rolls are perforated for easy and
exact use. Quick wicking - Low-linting with high adsorbency - Dimpled for strength - Perforated
to help minimize waste - Excellent for catching drips near leaky machinery or for quick spill
cleanup - Drum-top pads are pre-cut for perfect fit on 55 gallon tight head drums

Over a Thousand More Items
Available

Contact the Raymac Sales team today
toll free 1.866.753.6696 - sales@raymac.com
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Save Green by Going Green
Raymac is proud to present its newest, greenest, and most economical product line ever! Saving the earth and your
budget, these Best Sellers are now offered in green made from up to 100% Recycled material! Not only will you
meet regulations, but you will exceed your expectations of earth-friendly containment by using these pallets,
workstations, 65-Gallon overpack and 95-Gallon overpack as seen on page one.

Polly Dolly – Most Popular
A U-shaped barrel platform and double looped strap make for easy loading. A lightweight design, kick plate,
and rolled-grip handles make for easy tipping. Large 10” wheels and ergonomic design make transport easy and
trouble free. Poly-Dolly®, the multi-functional two wheel dispensing station, takes the dolly out of the Industrial
Revolution and into the 21st Century. It transports 55-gallon drums with ease, tilts to become an efficient selfdispensing station, and acts as its own secondary containment unit. By reducing unnecessary and dangerous drum
handling, Poly-Dolly ® protects workers, improves efficiency, and helps improve profits. Made of long-lasting
tough polyethylene, Poly-Dolly® is strong enough to withstand daily bumps and scuffs and will not rust or
corrode..

Eco-Poly & Polly Salvage Drums
POLY-OVERPACK® 20 & 30 Salvage Drums
Versatile units that can directly contain solids and sludges with security. Half-turn lids these
ergonomically designed units allow for easy access, unlike competing “hoop-ring designs” that
need a bolt and nut. The 20-gallon unit accepts bottles, cans, and 5-gallon pails, while the 30gallon unit can contain up to 16-gallon drums. Units are also nestable, which allows for ease of
shipment. Save on shipping cost and storage space!
POLY-OVERPACK® 95 SALVAGE DRUM
Our Poly-Overpack® 95 meets Group 1 packaging standards and salvage drum regulations. Our Poly-Overpack® 95 safely contains a wide range
of hazardous materials including: acids, corrosives and damaged parts—in 55-gallon drums. Tight, secure and leak-free container closing is simple;
place any long object, like a wooden 2x4”, in the handy lid slots and turn to screw the lid down tightly.
POLY-OVERPACK® 65 SALVAGE DRUM
Just the right size for 30-galon drums
Our Poly-Overpack® 65 meets Group 1 packaging standards, Salvage Drum regulations, and is designed to fit 30-gallon drums. This overpack
nests for easy storage and has a lid gasket for secure containment.

Over a Thousand More Items Available including Safety & Storage Cabinets, Dispensing, All Salvage Drums and more

